Lost My Way From Venus 2014

Dark Reflections Resound in Space 2016

Jo Kernon - Up & Coming Painter Exhibiting at Carousel in November
Private View: Upstairs, Carousel, 71 Blandford Street, London, W1U 8AB
rd

Thursday 3 November 2016 19.00 – 21.00
th
th
Exhibition open Friday 4 November 2016 – Friday 25 November 2016
By Appointment Only 10-5pm Tuesday- Saturday
Contact: info@carousel-london.com 02074875564

Jo Kernon is a painter who has been working in East London for the past seven years. Jo has most recently been
selected to exhibit at The Other Art Fair 2016 in London and at The Arnolfini, Bristol. At Carousel she will be
exhibiting a selection of abstract colour field paintings. Jo loves working with colour - pinks, greens & blues feature
regularly, as does white. She is interested in the lengthy time it can take to build layers of thin paint in order to come
to a final outcome; the process takes several months - sometimes over a year to complete. Layering paint as she
does builds the depth of perspective, offering dreamy landscapes whilst occasionally being interrupted by structures
of lines, drips and other forms. The paintings experience a number of finalities in the process of their creation,
bringing up the questions of endings and beginnings.
Jo works with oils in a range of sizes, but she particularly loves working big. Many of the colours Jo uses are meant to
be uplifting, while others are intended for deeper reflection and pause. Titles add poetic dimensions without being too
prescriptive: Jo actively encourages others to have the space to experience the artworks in their own unique ways.
Jo has exhibited in London, Bristol, Oxford & Norway. She has also been involved in projects at various spaces
including Modern Art Oxford, The Southbank Centre and Chisenhale Art Place, exhibiting works and facilitating
workshops.
All paintings will be available for sale, along with a selection of prints, small originals and postcards.
Shop for prints, originals and enquire about commissions:
www.jokernon.com
https://www.saatchiart.com/jokernon
jo.kernon@gmail.com

